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Abstract 
It is well known that for each l-term there is a corresponding combinatory term formed using 
the combinators K and S instead of the I-operator. Similarly for every combinatory term there 
is a i.-term. For weaker sets of combinators such as B, C and K or B, B’, I and W we show 
how such a correspondence or “translation” can be formulated and we determine in the case of 
several such sets of combinators the sets of I-terms that can be translated using them. 
As combinators can represent Hilbert-style proofs of theorems of implicational logic and 2.- 
terms natural deduction style proofs, this work allows us to formulate natural deduction systems 
equivalent to the Hilbert-style systems for various implicational logics and can form a basis for 
proof generating programs for these logics. 
1. Introduction 
For every term X, constructed from variables and the combinators of the basis set 
{S, K} (which we abbreviate as “basis SK”), there is a A-term Xi obtained by replacing 
each S by Ax~x~x~.x~x~ (~2x3) and each K by 2,.x1x2.x1. Conversely for every A-term Y 
there is a term Y,, made up of the free variables of Y and S and K, that is produced by 
replacing each 3, by a suitable “bracket abstraction” A*. For the abstraction algorithm 
of Curry [l, 56 El], we then have 
Xj.* E X, (1) 
(2) 
where Y D,, Y’ by zero or more q steps. (Note Curry and Feys prove only Y*;. =pa Y.) 
These properties also hold for some other bracket abstraction operators, including 
some using other complete bases of combinators, i.e. those equivalent in strength to 
SK (see for example [3]). 
In this paper we are interested in weaker basis sets. Each of these will generate a 
smaller class of combinatory terms. 
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We will, for each of the basis sets considered in Trigg et al. [8], be interested in a 
suitable generalised abstraction algorithm * satisfying conditions like (1) and (2), and 
the class of A-terms Y for which Y, is a term involving only variables and elements of 
the basis set. The class of such /2-terms that can be translated into combinatory terms, 
using a particular basis, will be independent of the “translation algorithm” * that is 
used. 
In Trigg et al. [8] we were interested in the simpler problem of finding the terms 
JXl . . .x,.Z, where Z is A-free, which can be translated into combinatory terms using a 
particular basis set. The set of these Z’s is the set of terms abstractable with respect 
to xi , . . .,x,, in the given basis, i.e. the set of terms Z for which there is a term A, 
made up of elements of the basis, and perhaps variables other than xi,. . ,x,, such 
that Ax 1 . . .x,, D Z. For each basis such an A was obtained by a particular abstraction 
algorithm. These algorithms can be extended to translation algorithms, but we will be 
using new, simpler algorithms, for the bases BB’IK, BTIK, BTIW and BTI than those 
used in [8]. 
Our translation problem is easy to solve for the bases BCIW and BCK and has been 
largely solved for BB’I by Hirokawa in [7]. We solve the problem for the additional 
bases BB’IK, BB’IW, BTIK, BTIW, BTI, and for the bases obtained by dropping I 
from these. 
2. Terms 
A basis Q is any set of combinators, in this paper any subset of {K, S, B, B’, C, I, T, W, 
S’}. Below we will usually refer to a basis leaving out the parentheses and commas, 
e.g. the basis BB’I. 
Q-combinators are formed from elements of Q by application. 
Q-terms are formed by application from the elements of Q, variables and perhaps 
noncombinator constants. 
A-terms are formed by application and L-abstraction from variables and perhaps 
noncombinator constants. The set of all L-terms we call JI. 
AQ-terms are formed by application and A-abstraction from variables, elements of Q 
and perhaps noncombinator constants. 
If x1,x2,... is given sequence of variables and {xi,,. . .,xi,} is a subset of these (in 
any order) then 
A A-, Q- or ilQ-term is in Once(il,. . , i,) [Once-(il, . . . , i,,), Once+(ii,. . . , i,)] if each 
ofx. I,, . . . ,xi, appears free exactly once [at most once, at least once] in the term and if 
in every subterm Lxj, , . . ,xjk.Y of the term, Y is in Once(jr, . . . ,jk) [Once-(ji,. . . ,jk), 
Once+(ji,...,jk)]. 
If i,,, = m for each m, we abbreviate Once(ii, . . . , i,,) to Once,,, which was the notation 
in [8]. Similarly we used Once-, and Once+,. 
Note that a term in Once( ) [Once-( ), Once+( )] has no restrictions on its free 
variables but every subterm IXj, . . .xjt.Y of the term must have Y in Once(‘ji . . . ,jk) 
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[once-(jl . ,jk), once+($ . . . ,jk)], e.g. xl(ix4X3.X3X2X4)X5X5 E onCe( 1,2) n onCe( ) 
n Once+(l,2,5) n Once-(1,2,4,6) -(Once(1,2,5) u Once+(l,2,3,5)). 
3. Reducibility 
The combinators we use in this paper have the following reduction axioms: 
WI KXYDX, 
(S) s_kYz D m( Yz), 
W BXYZDX(YZ), 
(B’) B’XYZ D Y(X.), 
(C) CHz D my, 
(1) IXDX, 
CT) TXYZD YXZ, 
(W wmD_kYY, 
(S’) s’zk?? D Yz(=). 
In addition the usual transitive, reflexive and replacement rules hold (see [4, c” 2B]). 
Note that all the above combinators are definable in terms of K and S or in terms of 
B, C, K and W or in terms of B, T, K and W. In particular I E SKK or CKK, S E 
B(B(BW)C)(BB) or B(T(BW(BB)T))(B(BBT)(BB)). 
A- (and A@) terms satisfy these same rules as well as the following: 
(0 XD Y =+ %X.xD ).X.Y, 
and the axioms for b-reduction: 
(a) AX.xD Ay[y/Xw y $I-! FV(X) 
(B) (ix.x)YD [Y/Xy( 
The addition of: 
(?I) iJc.ti D x, 
for .x not free in X, generates q- (or t@) reduction. 
Below we will use =bq for the transitive closure of D with the above i-calculus 
postulates, including (u]). We use = for the transitive closure of D in the above combi- 
natory logic. If the combinatory logic has additional axioms (see [2, 6C4]) that make 
(0 and (n) admissible we use =bn. If in a combinatory logic only the combinators in 
a set Q are reduced we write DQ. 
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4. Translations 
A Q-term (or LQ-term)Y can be transformed into a A-term Y, by replacing the 
elements of Q in Y as follows: 
K by Kn =Ax~xz.x,, S by Sn = Lq~~xs.xix~(x~xs), 
B by Bn = 2x1~2~3 .x1(x2x3 ), B’ by BI, = Ax,x2x3.x2(x1x3), 
C by C,q = ~xix2x3.xix3x2, I by IA = ;lxl.xl, 
T by TA = Ax~~x~.x~x~x~, W by Wn = jlx1x2.x1x2x2, 
S’ by S;, = AxIx~_x~.x~x~(x~x~). 
The mapping * from AQ-terms to Q-terms is given by 
(A) (i) a, = a, a an atom, 
(ii) (2x.X), z ,4*x.X,, 
(iii) (UV), = U,V,, 
where * is a sequence of clauses, dependent upon Q. The following, from [2], defines 
one of Curry’s abstraction algorithms. It also suffices as a translation algorithm for the 
full lambda calculus. 
(i) 2*x.x = I, 
(k) 2*x.X = KX if x # FV(X), 
(?I) 2*x.Xx = X if x $! FV(X), 
(b) L*x.YZ E BY(il*x.Z) if x 6 FV(Y), 
(cl A*x.YZ E C(A*x.Y)Z if x # FV(Z), 
(s) A_*x.yz = s(n*x.Y)(n*x.z). 
Alternatives to Curry’s (ikqbcs) algorithm (the order of the clauses indicates the 
order in which they must be applied) are (ikr]s) and (iks). 
Note that Curry and Feys use [x] for A*x, (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) respectively 
for (i), (k), (q), (b), (c) and (s) and XJ for our X,. Hirokawa uses Y0 for YA and 
X+ for X, in his BB’I translation algorithm. 
We will now define a notion of “translation algorithm” based on properties (1) and 
(2) of Hirokawa. 
Definition 1. A mapping * from AQ-terms to Q-terms is said to be a Q-rrunslution 
algorithm if 
(B) For every Q-combinator X, X2* is defined and &, E X. 
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(C) If for a I-term Y, Y, is defined and is a Q term, then there is a 3,-term Y, such 
that Y,). DQ Yl a, Y, where DQ means that only full or partial reductions involving 
the A-versions of Q-combinators are used and Dq involves only ‘1 and c1 reductions. 
A A-term Y is Q-dejinable if there is a Q-translation algorithm * for which Y, 
is defined and is a Q-term. 
We will say that a term is in q - normal form if it has no parts of the form 
/?x.Yx with x not free in Y. 
Below are some properties of Q-translation algorithms. 
Lemma 1. Zf * is a Q-translation algorithm then for every Q-term X, XI., is defined 
and &, E X. 
Proof. By an easy induction using (A) and (B). 0 
Lemma 2. Zf * is a Q-translation algorithm then, for U and V A-terms for which U, 
and V, are dejned and are Q-terms, U =p,, V _ U, =pq V,. 
Proof. By Curry and Feys [2] [6C4 Theorem 1 U, =B~ V, u U*A =bo V*;. so the 
result follows by (C). 0 
Lemma 3. Zf * is a Q-translation algorithm and Y, is defined and is a Q-term then 
(Ax.Y)*x =pq Y*. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 ((ix.Y)x), =B~ Y, so the result holds by (A). 0 
Lemma 4. Zf Q is any basis set and X and Y are Q-terms then XDQ Y =S Xi DQ Y;.. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for X E PX, . . .X,, where P is any Q-combinator 
and Y E f (Xl , . . .,X,) which results by a single P-reduction step. Then 
Xj, E P~X~~...X~~ E (AXI . ..X..f(X1,..., Xn))xl,i...& DQ f(xli,...,&) = y?.. 
All the algorithms we use below have (nx.Y), E 3.*x.Y, where A* is a bracket 
abstraction algorithm and Y, may be in some way dependent on some or all of the 
abstracted variables that have Y in their scope. 
There are some other, perhaps more obvious, ways of defining Q-definability. We 
list three. 
Alternative Definitions 
(i) Y is Q-definable -i-f there is a Q-term X such that Y E X2. This alternative is 
not viable because Y G ;1xix2.xi(xsx2) is BB’I definable (by B’x~), but there 
is no BB’I-term X such that Xi E Y. 
(ii) (B) is weakened to : Xl, DQX and (C) is strengthened to : Y*J. DB Y. This is a 
viable alternative suited to algorithms * that do not include (q). 
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(iii) (B) is deleted. In this case (C) gives us X&l DQ XA, a, X,. This gives us, by 
the result quoted in the proof of Lemma 2: XA, =ss X a weak form of (B). If 
we take X E B’, then under the (ik@s) algorithm Xl, = B(SB)K and so as 
&, =ps X, the algorithm, inappropriately, would be a BB’I algorithm. 
In any case, the terms that are Q-definable under Alternative Definition (iii) are 
simply those that are /?r - equal to terms that are Q-definable under Definition 1. This 
is shown in the next lemma. 
Lemma 5. (i) If Z is Q-dejinable there is a Q-term X such that Z =p,, XA. 
(ii) If X is a Q-term and there is a Q-translation algorithm then XL is Q-definable. 
Proof. (i) If Z is Q-definable there is a Q-translation algorithm * so that, by (C) 
Z*i. =p,, Z. thus Z, is the required X. 
(ii) If X is a Q-term and * is a Q-translation algorithm, by Lemma 1 XL, E X, so 
clearly &_ is Q-definable. 0 
5. The bases SK, BCK, BCI and BCIW 
To find translation algorithms for these bases we need one more lemma. 
Lemma 6. If U is a A-term for which U, is defined then (i) if* is the (iqks) algorithm 
(A*x.U,)x DKS U,. (ii) if * is the (iykbc) algorithm (A*x.U,)x DBCK U,. (iii) if * is 
the (iqbc) algorithm (A*x.U, )x DBCI U,. (iv) if * is the (iqbcs) algorithm (A*x.U, ) 
x DBCIW U*. 
Proof. (i) By induction on the length of U,. If U, E x, (A*x.U, )x = Jx = SKKx DKSX 
E U,. If U, 3 Ulx where x $! FV(Ul), (A*x.U*)x = Ulx E U,. If x $! FV(U,), 
(A*x.U*)x E KU,XDKSU,. If U, F UlUz, where x E FV(UlU2) and either x E FV(Ul) 
or U2 9 X, (n*x.U,)x = S(A*X.U~)(A*X.UZ)~ DKS (A*x.U~)X((A*X.U~)X) DKS Ul U2 z U, 
by the induction hypothesis. Cases (ii) to (iv) are similar. 0 
Lemma 7. (i) (iqks) is an SK-translation algorithm. (ii) (iqkbc) is an BCK-translation 
algorithm. (iii) (iybc) is an BCI-translation algorithm. (iv) (iqbcs) is an BCIW- 
translation algorithm. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to check that (A) holds for the (ikys) abstraction algorithm. We 
prove (C) by induction on the length of the A-term Y. If Y is an atom Y*J, E Y. 
If Y E UV, Y*n E U*AV*), and by the inductive hypothesis we have a Ul and VI 
such that Y*J. E U*nV*n DKS UI VI a, UV E Y. If Y = ;IxXc, where x $2 FV(X), 
Y*A 3 (2x.Xx),, - &A. By the induction hypothesis there is an XI such that Y*A 3 
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X*;. bKS XI a, Xa, Y. If Y = Ax.UV where x E FV(U) or x $ V, but x E FV( UV). 
Y*j. E S~(iLX.U)*j,(JlX.V)*~ 
5 (~um.ux(ux)) (Ix.U),~,(~LV),I DSK ~x.((~x.U),;.X)((~,X.V),;.X) 
= r,X.((i*X.&)X),((A*X.v,)X);, bsK lX.U,;. v*;. 
by Lemmas 6 and 4. Now by the induction hypothesis there exist UI and VI such that 
Ax.U,;V,;. DSK i.x.U, V, a4 Ax.UV z Y. ’ (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar. 0 
Theorem 1. (i) The set of SK-definable terms is A. 
terms is A n Once( ). (iii)The set of BCK-de$nable 
The set of BCIW-defmable terms is A n Once*( ). 
(ii)The set of BCI-de$nable 
terms is A n Once-( ). (iv) 
Proof. (ii) If Y E A n Once(il,. . . , i,) for some il,. . . , i, we show by induction on Y 
that Y is BCI-definable using the (iqbc) algorithm. 
Case 1: Y is an atom Y(iq&) = Y. 
Case 2: Y s UP’, U E A n Once(j1,. . .,jl) and V E A n Once(mi,.. .,m,), where 
(ji,. . ,j,) and (ml,. . ,m,) are disjoint subsequences of (iI,. . . , i,) and r + s = 12. 
Then by the induction hypothesis U and V are BCI-definable using the (iqbc) al- 
gorithm and y(iqbc) = U(iqbc) V(iqbc). 
Case 3: Y E Ax,.ZxP where xP $! FV(Z) 25, E A n Once(il . . i,, p) and by the 
induction hypothesis Zx, is BCI-definable as Z(lVbc)XP and Y(iqbc) = Z(ivbc). 
Case 4: Y = i,x,.UV, UV E A fl Once(ii . . ..i.,p) and so xP E FV(V) - FV(U) 
or xP E FV(U) - FV(V). 
Hence, for similar disjoint sequences to the above we have U E A il Once(jr , . ,j,) 
and C’ E A n Once(m I , . . . ,m,, p) or U f A n Once(jr,. . . , j,, p) and V E ,4 n Once 
(ml,..., m,). In the former case U, V and i,x,.V are BCI definable and Y(l$,c) E 
BU~,V/&.(i’bc)xp v(iqbr)). In the latter case U, V and i.x,.U are BCI-definable and 
Y(iqbc) = C(i(“vb’)X, i&,bc)) V(jrlbc). 
(iii) and (iv) are similar, except that in (iv) (ml,. . . ,m,) and 01,. , j,) need not be 
disjoint. (i) is trivial. 0 
6. Bases without C 
For the basis SK the usual abstraction algorithms * have /l*Xi.A*Xj.X and R*x,./Z*xj.X 
both defined for all Xi,Xj and x,. For bases such as BB’I and BB’IW there are 
algorithms which define A*Xi.A*Xj.X and not A*X,.i*Xj.X and others which define 
?L*x,.i*Xj.X and not I*Xi.i*Xj.X. 
’ Note that if x had not been chosen as the third bound variable in SA, an extra a-reduction would have been 
required from ix.U1 VI to reach the term obtained by the SK-reduction. We will use similar simplifications 
below. 
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For example, we could define ,?*xs.xi(x2xs) as Bxix2 and ~*x~.~*xJ.x~(x~x~) as Bxl . 
However, if * lacks clause (c), ;l*xi. ;l*x3x1(x2x3) cannot be easily defined, at least 
not to satisfy (C) of Definition 1. On the other hand if jl*xs.xi(x2xs) is defined as 
B’x2xI,~*x1.~*x~.x1(x~x~) can be defined as B’xz, but A*x2.2*xs.xi(x2xs) cannot be 
defined easily. To combat this problem Trigg et al. [7] defined simultaneous multiple 
abstractions. We will say that a Q-term X is Q(ii, . . . , i,)-abstractable if there is a 
Q-term A such that FV(A) n {Xi,, . . . ,xi,} = C#J and Axi, . . .xi, DA’. If each i, = m, as 
in Trigg et al. [8], this is called Q,,- abstractability. Note however, that the property 
A*xixj.X E A*xi.A*xj.X will not hold in general for every *. 
Equivalently to the method in [8], we can define individual abstractions, but each 
with all future abstractions flagged. Thus lz::i;“X’n. X will be a bracket abstraction with 
respect t0 Xi,,, , which is designed to facilitate abstraction with respect to xi, later, xi,-1 
after that, etc. This abstraction will, of course, also be tied to some basis set Q and 
certain algorithm clauses which we still denote by *. 
To ensure that the flagged xi,‘s are distinct we will assume that any 2Q-term X 
being translated has, if necessary, first been altered so that no ilxk appears more than 
once in X. 
Our BB’I, BB’IK and BB’IW-translation algorithm we will write as ( ; Y)*. This 
changes the I’s in Y to appropriate il’(zl,+ ‘s and then performs the abstraction which, 
when il = 0, we will also call 1*, according to a list of clauses * such as i, k, q, etc. 
Definition 2. (xi,, . . . , xi, ; Y)* and in particular ( ; Y)* are given by: 
(Xi,,..., Xi,;U)* EEU if a is an atom, 
(Xi, >. . .9 xi,,;PQ)* E (xi ,,..., xi,;P)*(xi ,,..., xi,; Q)*, 
(Xi,, . . . ,Xi,; A~,,+, .I?)* E ILIUM:;“” .(Xi,, . . . ,Xi,,Xi,+, ; R)*, 
( ; AXi, .I?)* SF ;l*Xi, (Xi, ; R)*. 
Note that this replaces (A) in the definition of a mapping from 2Q to Q-terms. By 
Lemma 3, (n*x.Y,)x =ptl Y,. 
Example. 
For the bases involving T, we can make do with a simpler translation procedure, as 
only the next abstraction will be important. Translation is defined by [ ; Y]’ where (i) 
[xl; a]* E a if a is an atom, (ii) [ ;a]* E a if a is an atom, (iii) [xj;P]* = [ ;P]* 
if xi 6 W(P), (iv) [xi;PQ]* E [Xi;P]*[xi;Q]*, (v) [Xi;hj.Q]* s Azi.[xj;Q]*, (vi) 
[ ;3Jcj.Q]* E A*xj.[xj : Q]* where again the terms on the right hand sides of (iv) and 
(v) are evaluated by the translation algorithm. Clearly (A) holds for [ ; Y]*. 
Example. [ ; ~X4X,.X4(;lx2.x2x~x2)(~x~.x4x3)]* = A*x4.22 .x4@;; .xZx1xZ)(A; .x4x3). 
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7. Bases BTI, BTIK, BTIW, BT, BTK and BTW 
A term Z is said to appear last in a term R if R = Z, or if R - Ix.V and Z appears 
last in V. We let L be the class of all i-terms in which for every subterm lx,.Z, x, 
either does not appear free in Z, appears last in Z or appears in a subterm (ax,.Q) 
of Z which is last in Z. Trigg et al. [8] showed that, if Y is a A-free, 2x1,. . ,xn.Y is 
BTI-translatable (i.e. Y is BTI-abstractable) iff Y E /1 n Once, and x,, is last in Y. 
This amounts to /zx 1 . . .x,.Y E L n Once ( ). There were similar simple classifications 
of the BTIK, and BTIW, abstractable terms, but the abstraction algorithms used were 
very complex to state and to operate. Here we give simpler algorithms, which also 
suffice for translations. They use the following clauses; which also apply when 2:; is 





q.xn = I, 
~:;.UX, E U if x, 6 FV(U) and x, not in Uor x, is last in U, 
I;;.U( VZ) E A;.BUVZ, 
I<;.U(VR)x, E A~.BUVRx, if x,, E FV( VR) or x, E FV(VR), 
(f) A~.UVx~ E Az.TWx, where x, f FV(U) - FV(V) or, n, # FV(UV) 
and x, E FV( U) - FV( V). 
(WI) q.ux,x, = q.wUa& 
(w2) q.x,x, 3 WI, 
(k) Q.Z E E<;.KZx, where X~ 6 FV(Z) or x, is not last in Z. 
“Or x, is not last in Z” is included in (k) only if (wi) is part of the algorithm. 
Note that in all the above clauses it is possible to have m = n so terms like 
[ ;~~.~,,.x,,(~x,.ux,,)]* can be evaluated. We will use the following Lemma. 
Lemma 8. ff X is a Q-term or X s Y?. where Y is a Q-term; and XD~ Z or ZD,, X, 
then (i) Q is BTI and X E L n Once imply Z E L fl Once. (ii) Q is BTIK and 
X E L n Once- imply 2 E L n Once-. (iii) Q is BTIW and X E L n Once+ imply 
Z E L n Once+. 
Proof. If X is a Q-term this is easy to shown by induction on the length of the 
Q-reduction or of the q-expansion. If X E Y,, were Y is a Q-term, more single Q- 
reductions are possible, for example instead of TUVWD~ WW we can have 
(~~VW.VUW)~J,V~WJ, DT (~w.uU~W)V~ WA 
DT (~w.V~U~W)W~. 
DT Vnu,Wn. 
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However in each case the membership of the appropriate class is preserved. Similarly 
for q-expansions. 
Lemma 9. (i) Zf x,, is lust and once in Y and the [ ; ] (iqbibzt) algorithm is used then 
Q.Y is dejined andx, is last or not in A$;.Y. (ii) Ifxn is not in Y and the [ ; ]@ublbztk) 
algorithm is used then Q.Y is dejined and x, is last or not in A:.Y. (iii) If x, is 
last in Y and the [ ; ](i~b~bzmlwz) algorithm is used then A2.Y is dejined and x, is 
last or not in 2;y.Y. 
Proof. (i) If x, is last and once in Y, (bi) changes 1Gt.Y to A:;.Yixn, where x, @ 
FV( Yi ). If x, is in Yi but not last (bz) and (t) are used to produce Ac;.zX, where x, 
is last in Z and this, by (q), is Z. If x, is not in Yi, 1z.Y E Yi. 
(ii) If x, is not in Y, by (k) &!;.Y = A.i;.KYx, and we proceed as in (i). 
(iii) If x, is last in Y, as in (i) Ac;.Y E ;1$;.Yix,. If x,, appears in Yi but Yi $x,, 
we use (b2 ) and (t) to give A?j; .Yix, E 2:; .Y~x,,x,, and (wi ) to give 2:; .W Y~x,. If xn 
is in WY2 we repeat the procedure until eventually $;.Y E A~;.Z.x,, where x, is not in 
Z. We then proceed as in (i). If Yi E x,, A2.Y G Az;.xnxn = WI by (~2). Thus the 
Lemma holds in each case. 0 
Lemma 10. The following are translation algorithms: (i) [ ; ]@‘fblb2’) for BTI, (ii) 
[ ; ] (ibb1b2t) for BTIK, (iii) [ ; ] (i~b1b2m1w2) for BTIW. 
Proof. In each case (B) is obvious. We will prove, for each algorithm -* and each 
basis Q: 
(C) If Y is a ilQ-term then there is a A-term Yi such that ([Xi; Y]*)n DQ Yi a,, Y,. 
The proof goes by induction on the total number of clauses n in * that are needed to 
evaluate [xi; Y]* and, if needed, by a second induction on the length of Y. If n = 0, Y 
has no ils and so ([xi; Y]* ):, z Yi. If n > 0 it &ices to show that for some Yi, 
([Xi; Ax~.~]*)J DQ Yl a,, /IXj.Z),. 
(a) If Z E Xi, then for each algorithm 
([Xi; AXj.Z]*), E (/?<;.Xj)n !! Zi 
S AXj.Z, 
(b) If Z E Uxj where xj 6 FV(U) there are 3 subcases. 
(1) xi $! FI’([xj;U]*) or xi is last in [xj;U]*. In this case ([xi;hj.Z]*)1, E 
(A$;.[xj; U]*Xj)A E ([Xj; U]*)l and by the induction hypothesis there is a Ul such 
that ([Xi; U]*):, DQ Ul a,, UA U, ilxj.U,l.xj E Axj.Zi. 
(2) U= ViV2 and Xi E FV( Vi ) - FV( V2). NOW 
(Az;.[Xj; U]*Xj)l E (lbzi.[Xj; Vl]*[Xj; V2]*Xj)A 
ES (Axtxj.T[xj; V2]*[x/; Vl]*xj)n 
s ([xi; Ixj.TVz Vlxj]*)A. 
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By the induction hypothesis as the number of clauses in the evaluation of the above 
[xi;. .]* is one less than before, we have a Zr such that ([xi; juXj.TV2 ViXj]*)i, DQ Z1 a, 
i.xj.T;, Vz;, V,;,xj. 
If Zi I TJ V& V:n, where VI). Do V:i and Vz), Do V& then Zr DQ 3.xj. V:;. Vi;,xi dq 
jLx,.VIiL V~I.X, FE kj.Zi If Zr EE 1tixj.T;. V2’; V,‘;.Xj 
Z1 DQ ?.Xj.V:).VilX, a, AXj.V,;V~,Xj z 2Xj.Z;. 
(Note that, by Lemma 8, Zr cannot be (%u~.uu)V~~V~~ or ~,.(~uV.Uu)V:;V,:xj). 
(3) U E Vl(V2V3) and xi is in V, V:s, but not last. Now 
iL:t.[X, 1 U]*Xj E (izi.[Xj; Vl]*([Xj; Vz]*[Xj : Vj]*])Xj); 
s (iG:.B[xj; VI]* [Xl : V2]*[X/; Vx]*Xj)E, 
E ([x,;kj.BVl V~V~xj]*)~ 
and we proceed as in (b)(2). 
(C) If Xj 6 FV(Z) ([Xi;AXjZ]*)~ E (A:l.KZ*xj)A E ([ x,; i,xj.KZxj]*),. By the induction 
hypothesis we have a Yi such that ([xi;Axj.K&j])*) J, DQ Y, a, ixj.K,Z),xj now Yr must 
be of the form K;.Zi or i*xj.KiZrxj where Zi Dv Z1. 
In the former case ([Xi; iXj.Z]*)A DQ K;Zi DQ h.Z1 a, kj.Z>, where u 6 FV(Z1). In 
the latter CaSC ([Xi; AXj.Z]*), DQ 3Jci.Ki.Zlxj be AXj.Zl a, 1Xj.Z;. 
(d) Z E Ux, where Xj E FV(U). 
There are 3 subcases. 
(1) Xj is last in [X/i U]. In this case U is a @term shorter than Y and so by the 
induction hypothesis there is a Ui such that ([Xj; U]*), DQ U1 a,, Ui. Now 
([Xi; lJCj.Z]*),J, E (AcJ.[Xj; U]*Xj)i 
E iXj.([Xj; U]*)j.Xj DQ kj.lJlXj a,, /Lr,.Uj.Xj 
E /iXj .Zj& 
(2) U c VI V2 where Xj E FV( VI) - FV( Vz). As for (b)(2). 
(3) U E VI(V~V~) where Xj is in VIVs, but not last. As for (b)(3). 
(e) Z s U(VR), then [Xi;AXj.Z]* E Ati.[xj;Z]* E [xi;Lxj.BUVR]*. 
By the induction hypothesis: ([x1; Ax,.Z]* ), DQ Z1 a, ixj.Bj.Uj. Vj.R;. SO ZI E 
2xj.Bi.U; ViRi or if Ri, E xj; perhaps Zr z~ Bl.U;IV; where U,J D,, Ui, VI. Dv Vi and 
R; Dv R>. then Zi CQ Axj.Uj( V,‘R;.) a, >bXj.Z. 
Theorem 2. (i) The set of BTI-definable terms is Once( )nL. (ii) The set o~BTIW- 
dejnable terms is Once+( )nL. (iii) The set of BTIK-dejnable terms is Once-( )nL. 
Proof. Lemma 10 gives us the appropriate translation algorithms. (i) If Y E 
L n Once(ii, . . . , i,) for some il , . . . , in, it is easy to show by induction on the length of 
Y that Y is BTI-definable by [xl,, . . . ,Xin; Y] (i’rbibzt). This holds in particular for n = 0. 
If Y is BTI-definable then there is a BTI-translation algorithm * and a /,-term Yr 
such that Y*j, DBTI Y, a,, Y. NOW Y,, being a BTI-term, is trivially in Once( ) n L and 
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as Bn, Ti” and 1~ are in Once( ) n L so is Y*l.. It then follows by Lemma 8 that 
Y E Once( ) n L. (ii) and (iii) are similar. 0 
We now consider the above bases without I. We let L- be the set of terms of L that 
do not have subterms of the form J_x~ 1 . . Xin.Xil . . .xi,, or hi, . . . XinXilXilXi2Xi3 . . . Xin. 
Theorem 3. (i) Once( ) n L- is the set of BT-deJinubZe terms. (ii) Once+( ) n Lp 
is the set of BTW-dejinable terms. (iii) Once-( ) n L- is the set of BTK-deJinabZe 
terms. 
Proof. We note that, of the clauses listed, only (i) and (wz), perhaps after some 
applications of (q), can give a translation that includes I. Hence if terms with subterms 
of the form IX,, . Xi, .xil . . xi,, and AX~, . . . xi, .xilxilxi2xi3 . . xin are excluded from L, 
we obtain only BTW and BTK definable terms. 
The proof now proceeds as for Theorem 2. 0 
8. The bases BB’I and BB’IW 
Without either of the combinators C and T a much smaller subset of n can be 
translated. All of the abstracted variables, not just the last, must be in a given order. 
To describe these subsets of /1 for the above bases and also for those with K, we 
define, for each basis, a set HRM(i1,. . . , i,,) of hereditary right maximal terms with 
respect t0 Xi] . .Xin. 
(1) Every variable and every basis combinator is in HRM(il,. , i,). 
(2) If M,N E HRM(iI,. . . ,i,) and idx(M,il, . . . , i,) < idx(N, il,. , i,) (the definition of 
idx appears below) then MN E HM(il, . . . , i,) 
(idx(A4, il, . . ..i.)=max{pll~pdnAXip EFV(M)}). 
(3) If M E HM(i1 , . . . , &,+I) then J-xin+i.M E HRM(i1,. . . , i,). 
Strictly we should write HRiMp(il , . . . , i,), but in each case below the basis Q will 
be clear from the context. HMBB,I( 1,. . . , n) is HRM(xl,. . . ,xn) of Hirokawa [7]. Our 
HM( 1,. . . , n) is also HRA& of Trigg et al. [8] where the basis is also taken from the 
context. 
The algorithm for the basis BB’I that we quote below to evaluate 3G:i+;“‘p’. P is the 
one that Hirokawa uses in [7] in his proof of the + half of (C) and is also that of 
Helman [4] and that used in Trigg et al. [8]. It is (yibb’) where (q), (i), (b) and (b’) 
are given by 
(i) IX”“.X’n 
%??+I .Xi,+, E I 
(q) 2;:;;;““. UX;,+, 3 U if xi,,,, # FV(U) and Xi, is not in U or xi, is last in U. 
(b) $i;;“‘“.PQ E BP(Ac:t;;Xi”.Q) if idx(P,il ,..., i,)didx(Q,il,..., i,) or Xir...Xin is 
replaced by *; and Xin+i 6 FV(P). 
(b’) AG$‘;“‘“.PQ E B’(Az::+;“‘n.Q)P if idx(P, il,. , i,) > idx(Q, il,. . . , i,) and xin+, 6 
FV(P). The algorithm for the basis BB’IW will be (qibb’ss’) where (s) and (s’) 
are given by: 
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(s) i”;;:;,;“‘n .PQ E S(j~~~;;““.P)(~~~~~;“‘” Q) if idx(P,ir ,..., i,)<idx(Q,ir ,..., i,) or if 
x,, .xin is replaced by *. 
6’) ;$,;“‘“JQ f S’(3~~::t;“~l.Q)(i”~:b,;“‘fJ .P) if iAx(Q,ii,. .,i,) < idx(P,il,. . .,i,). 
(Note S and S’ can be defined as B(BW)(B(B’B’)B’) and B(BW)(BBB’) respec- 
tively.) 
Example. 




E SB(B( S’B’)( BB)) 
Lemma 11. IfAx.Ur>, V then UD, Vx. 
Proof. By an easy induction on the number of q steps in iLX.uD, V. 0 
Lemma 12. Zf X is a BB’IW-term or X E Y,J where Y is a BB’IW-term and X DBB~IW 
Z or ZD,,X then zyX is in HRM(il,..., i,) then so is Z. 
Proof. As for Lemma 8. q 
Lemma 13. The following are translation algorithms: (i) ( ; )(i’ff’h’). for BB’I, (ii) 
( ; )(‘qbb”“), -for BB’IW. 
Proof. As for Lemma 10 except that we now need to prove: ((xi ,, ,Xin; kin+, .Z)* );. DQ 
5 a, JLXin+, .Z;. Case (a) is as for Lemma 10. 
(b) If Z E UXi,,+i where xin+i $ F?‘(U) then 
((Xi,, . . . ,Xjn; LXjn+l.Z)*)j. ES (A~~?;“n.(Xjl,. . . ,Xin+l; U)*X*,+l)j_ 
E ((xi,,. ..,xin+l;U)*)A 
By the induction hypothesis there is a Q, such that ((x, ,, .,x1,+,; U)‘); DQ Ul a,, 
U;. a9 h,+, .Z;. 
(c) If Z= UV, where xintl $FV(U) and idx(U,il,...,i,)<idx(V,il,...,i,) 
((xil,~“Jin;J-%,+, .Z)*)i E (BU(1;::‘;x’~(xj,, . .,x;~+~; V*)));, 
~B;.Ul,((xi, . ..x~~.~..x~,+,.V)*)I 
By the induction hypothesis we have a term VI such that B;_Ul,((x, 1,. ,x,,+~ ;
ixi,+,.V)*)j, DQ BiU;.Vl a, B~U~.(Axi,+l.VjL) where AX,,+l.Vj D9 VI. NOW BJ.U~.V~ DQ 
~Lx~~_~.U;,(V~X,,+,) a  3~xi,+l.U~.V~. E ~x;,+~.ZA by Lemma Il. 
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(d)-(f). The cases Z E UV where Xin+i $! FV(U) and idx(U,ii,. . . ,i,) > 
idX(V,il,..., i,) or where Xin+i E W(U) n FV( U) are similar. 0 
Theorem 4. (i) The set of BB’I-de$nable terms is HM( ) n _4 n Once( ). (ii) The 
set of BB’IW-dejinable terms is HRM( ) n A n Once+( ). 
Proof. Lemma 13 gives translation algorithms. (i) and (ii) now follow from Lemma 
11 as Theorem 2(i) did from Lemma 9. 0 
Note that ( ; Y)* is defined for Y E HM( ) n A n Once( ) was first shown by 
Hirokawa in [7]. 
9. The Bases BB’IK, BB’, BB’W and BB’K 
The BB’IK(i1,. . . , i,) abstractable terms of Trigg et al. [8] were terms obtainable 
from terms of HM( il,. . . , i, ) n Once(ii, . . . , i,) n n by deleting certain variables. 
The BB’IK( il, . . . , &)-abstraction algorithm, which we introduce here, will form part 
of a translation algorithm. In its first stage, this has a “full ordering algorithm” 
which reverses the deletion process by building up elements of a subclass of n to 
elements of HRM(i1,. . .,i,) n Once(ii,. . . , i,,) n A. Such an element is then trans- 
lated by ( ; )(bb’iq). A partial ordering algorithm, which builds up to elements of 
HRM(i1,. . . , i,)n Once-(ii,..., i,) could also be used and requires only simple alter- 
ations to (1) and (2) below. 
The Full Ordering Algorithm 
Aim To extend, if possible, a A-BB’IK-term Y E Once-(ii,. . . , i,) to a il-BB’IK-term 
Y0 E HRM(i1,. . . , i,,) fl Once(ir,. . . ,i,) so that Y0 DKI Y. 
(1) If Y 3 a, an atom not in {xii ,... ,Xin+i}, Y0 E K~u (XiiXiI . ..~i.,+i). 
(2) If Y E Xim, and 1 <m < n then Y0 E Klxi,(xii . ..~i.,_ixi~+l . ..~i.,). 
(3) If Y E Xi,,, Y0 G KAIl(xil . . .Xin_l >xi,. 
(4) If Y E AXin+ .Z, find, if possible, Z0 such that Z0 E HRM(i1,. . . , i,+l)n Once (il, 
. . ..&+I) and Z’DKIZ then Y” -_xin+i.ZO. 
(5) If Y E ZXin, find, if possible, Z0 such that Z0 E HRM(i1,. . .,i,,_l)n Once (il,. . . , 
in-l) and Z0 DKI Z then Y0 E Z”Xin. 
(6) If Y E UV, where V f Xi,, find, by going back to (l), a term U” and a subse- 
quence (xii,. . . ,xj,) of (xii,. . . ,Xin) such that: 
(a) Fv(U)n{Xil,...,XinC{Xjl,...,Xj,} andFV(V)n{xj,,...,xj,}=0. 
(b) U0 E HRkf(J,. . . ,j,) fl Once(ji, . . . ,j,) 
(c) U’DKI u 
(d) J- # 4, 
(e) WZLCX{plXjp E {Xjl,. . . ,Xj,} - FV(U)} is minimal. 
(f) Given (e), the number of variables in {Xji,. . . ,xj,} - FV( U) is minimal. 
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Now let (x5,, . . . ,xst) be the sequence obtained from (Xi,, . . .,x,,) by removing (xi,, 
. ..) X-i,). Now if possible (i.e. by going back to (1)) find V” such that 
(g) V” E HRM(st, . . ,st) n Once(st, . . . ,st) and 
(h) V’ DKI I’ 
then Y” E U” V”. 
Choosing the maximal p in xjP E FV( t/O) n {Xi,, . . . ,xi,} to be minimal in (e) and 
then using as few as possible variables new to U in (f), gives us maximal flexibility 
for expanding V to V” using the remaining, especially the higher subscripted variables. 
These classes also ensure that a unique Y” is produced by the algorithm. Other Y”s 
satisfying the above aim may exist as well. 
The algorithm is applied to two examples below. 
Example 1. Y = ~3~2x1 cannot be ordered relative to (1,2,3) or even (1,2,3,4), but 
relative to (1,2,3,4,5) Y” E x~(K~x~x~)(KIx~x~). 
Example 2. Y = x~x~(I_x~.x~(x~(x~x~))x~X~). Relative to (0,1,2,. . .7,8,10,11) we 
have 
Y” = ~7(K~xoxs)(lx9.x5(x4(x3(&x~x~)‘~(&x1(x10x11 ))x9) 
E HRM(O,1,2,. . . ,8,10,11) n Once(0, 1,2,. . . ,8,10,11). 
The A-terms that are BB’IK-translatable will be represented in terms of a generali- 
sation of the class HM(it, . . . , i,). 
If it is not possible to extend a A-BB’IK-term Y to a Y” E HM(It , . . , i, ) n 
Once(it,. . , i,), it is always possible to choose variables xi,,,, , ,xi, and a Y” E 
HM(it,. . . , i,,,) n Once(it,. . . , im) so that Y” DM Y. 
If (Xj,,...,Xj,) is (Xi,,. . . ,xi, ) with the free variables of Y deleted and if we named 
the atom occurrences of Y from the leftmost to the rightmost at,. . . , up then Y” could 
be defined as: Y with at replaced by Kal(xj, . .xjrxl,,+, ) and ui (1 < i < p) replaced 
by Koixi”&, . Repeatedly using the full reordering algorithm, with n increased by one 
each time, will produce a minimal set of extra variables that need to be added to form 
a Y”. 
Definition Potentially Right Maximal (il, . . . , i,)-i,-terms (PRM( il, . . . , i, )-A-terms) 
(1) If a is an atom aEPRM( ). 
(2) x, E PM(e). 
(3) If X E PM(1’1,..., i,_t) and x,, $! W(X) then X E PRLM(it,...,i,_t,i,). 
(4) If X E PRM(1’t ,..., &,+I) then jlXin+t.X E PM(1’t ,..., i,). 
(5) If X E PRMO’, , . . . ,jp) and Y E PM(q, . . . , rq ) where p = q = n = 0 or 
r4 = G, {jl ,..., jP} n {q ,..., rq} = 0,FV(X) n {XI1 ,..., xrq} = B,FI/(Y) n 
{xjl,... x. } = 0, and (it ,..., i,) ’ JP IS a merge of (jt,. .,jp) and (~1,. ..,Y~) (i.e. 
n = p+q and (it,..., i,) has the elements of the two sequences with the orders 
preserved) then XY E PRM(il, . . . , i,). 
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Example 1. x1 E PM(l) so x1 E PRM(1,5). Similarly x2 E PRA4(2,4) and x3 E 
PRM(~)so ~3x2 E PRA4(2,3,4) and ~3~2x1 E PRM(1,2,3,4,5). 
Note: ~3~2x1 +Z PRM(1,2,3) UPRM(1,2,3,4). 
Note that the variables in {xii,. . . , xin} -IT(X) are used in the ordering of a term 
Y relative to (ii,. . . , i,), in the same way these extra variable subscripts are needed to 
show X E PRM(il,. . . , i,). The connection is given by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 14. If Y, ordered relative to (il,. . . , i,) by the full ordering algorithm, becomes 
Y”, then Y’DKI Y where each single K-reduction eliminates one or more Of Xi,, . . . ,Xin. 
Proof. Obvious from the algorithm. 0 
Lemma 15. Y E PRM(il ,..., i,) n Once-(il,. .,in) w there is a Y0 E HRM(il,..., 
i,) n Once( il, . . . , i,,) defined by the full ordering algorithm. 
Proof. +: (By induction on Y). The case where Y is an atom is obvious. 
If Y = /Ix. zn+l.Z, then as each bounded variable of Y appears at most once in Y, we 
have Z E PRM(il,..., i,+l)n Once-(ii,. . . , in+1 ). By the induction hypothesis we have 
an appropriate Z0 E HRM(i1,. . . ,&,+I) fl Once(it,. . . ,in+l) and so a Y0 3 ,kinfl.ZO E 
HRM(il,..., i,)n Once(ii,...,i,). 
If Y = ZXin, then as each bounded variable of Y appears at most once in Y, we 
have Z E PRM(i1,. . .,&_I) n Once-(ir,. . .,&_I). 
By the induction hypothesis we have an appropriate Z” E HRM(i1,. . . , i,_l) n 
Once(ii,. . . , &_I) and so a Y” E Z’Xin+l E HRM(i,, . . .,i,) n Once(il,. . . ,i,). 
If Y z UV (V $ Xin then we have (j1 , . . . ,jp) and (rl,. . . ,rq) such that {ji,. ,j,} 
n {b.., rq} = 0,r, = i,, or n = p = q = 0, FV(U) n {xrl ,..., xrq} = 0,Fv(v) n 
{Xjl,...’ xj,} = 8, U E PRM(j1,. . . ,j,)fl Once-(‘ji,. . . ,jp) and V E PRM(r,, . ,r,)n 
Once-(ri,. .,r,). Also the order of 0’1,. . .,jp) and (r-1,. . .,r,) is preserved in (iI,. . .,i,), 
where {il,..., in> = {j~,...,j,> U {r~,...,r~}. 
Of the sequences (jl,. . . , jp), (ri,. . . , rq) that satisfy these properties (and so (a)-(h) 
of (4) of the full ordering algorithm), choose those that also satisfy (e) and (f). 
Then, as by the induction hypothesis we have U” E HRM(j,, . . . , j,) n OnceCj1,. . . , 
j,) and V0 E HRM(rl,..., rq) n Once(ri,. . . ,r,). we have Y0 f U”V’ E HRM(ii,. . . , 
i,)n Once(il,...,i,). 
+: To prove this we only need to show, by the previous lemma, that Kn-reductions 
in L-terms eliminating some of Xii, . . . ,Xin, preserve membership of PRM(i1,. . . , i,) in 
a reduction T DBB/~ R. We prove this by induction on Y. 
If T is an atom or contains an 1~ redex this is obvious. If T E Ki Wxi, E PRM(i1,. . . , 
i,) then KJ,W E PRM(jl,...,j,) and xis E PRM(rl,...,r,) where i,, = r4 and the 
other conditions apply. From there it follows that x,.i,. . ,xrcr, $! FV( W). Also W E 
PRMO’I , . . . , j,) and as (ji , . . ., j,) is a subsequence of (iI,. . . ,i,) W E PRM(i1,. . ,i,). 
If T E kin+l.W, R FE Lx*,+~ .S and WD S, W E PRM(i1,. . . , in+, ) and by the induction 
hypothesis S E PRM(il,..., &+I) and so R E PRkf(il,..., i,). If T E UV, where 
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R E WS, u DBB~IK W and V DBB~IK S, we have for some (jr, _. , j,) and (rl,.. ,rq) 
U E PRM(jl,. , jp), V E PRM(rl,. ,rq) with the usual conditions. 
By the induction hypothesis W E PRM(jI,. ., j,) and S E PRM(rl,. .,rq) and so 
R E WS E PRM(i1,...,i,). 
Lemma 16. If A Do B and A DKI C then there is a term D such thut B DKI D und 
CD, D. 
Proof. By induction on the number of reduction steps in A D,, 3 and a secondary 
induction on the number of steps in A DK[ C (i.e. a standard Church-Rosser theorem 
proof.) 0 
Lemma 17. ( ; Y")(rqhb') . 1s a BB’IK-translation ulgorithm. 
Proof. (B) holds as before. By Lemma 13(i) there is a term Yi such that (( ; Y")(Lribh')); 
DBB’I Y, a,7 Y,l. Now also by Lemmas 14 and 15 Y/T DKI Y;., so by Lemma 16 there is 
a Yz such that Yr DKI Yz av Yi. SO (( ; Y")("hb'))j. DBB~IK Yl Q, Yi, i.e. (C) holds. Thus 
( ; Y”)(“lhb’) is a BB’IK-translation algorithm. 0 
Theorem 5. The set of BB’IK-transkrtahk terms is PRM( ) n Once-( ) f? JI. 
Proof. We have a BB’IK-translation algorithm by Lemma 17. If Y E PRM( ) n 
Once-( ) f? /1, then by Lemma 15 Y” E HRM( ) n Once( ) n n and so ( ; Y")(iahb') 
is a BB’IK-term, so Y is BB’IK-definable. If Y is BB’IK-definable, the proof of Y E 
PRM( ) n Once-( ) I- n proceeds as for Theorem 2. 0 
We now consider some more bases without I. We define /1- (similarly to L- ) 
as the set of all kterms whose y-normal forms do not have subterms of the form 
i..q, ..Xj,,.Xj, . ..Xl., or i-Xi, ...Xi,.Xj,X~,X,,+,X,,_2 . ..Xj.,. 
Theorem 6. (i) H&%4( )nn- n Once is the set of BB’-de&z&e terms. (ii) HRM( )n 
A- (1 Once+ is the set of BB’W-dejinable terms. (iii) PRM( ) n A- n Once- is the 
.set of BB’K-de$nable terms. 
Proof. (iii) Any BB’K-translation algorithm * must contain (q), otherwise, for ex- 
ample. B;,, would not be definable. If a Q-translation algorithm * contains (y) it is 
easy to show, by induction on the length of a &J-term Y, with normal form Z that 
Y* Ei 2,. 
The full ordering algorithm is such that the combinator I is used only when it is 
essential (i.e. just B, B’ and K will not do) and it is clear that the only terms in 
q-normal form in PRM( ) n A- n Once- that can have an I in their translation are of 
the form:ixi, . .x~,,.x,, . . . xi, or ~-XL, ..X~,,.XI,XI,X~,.,X~,+~ . . ‘Xi,?. 
Hence our result follows from Theorems 4 and 5. (i) and (ii) are similar but 
simpler. G 
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10. An application 
Each combinator has a set of types which can be interpreted as formulas of impli- 
cational logic. For example, for formulas CI,~, y 
A proof in a logic given by some of the above as axioms with -+ e is given by a 
combinator formed by application from the axioms. For KS-(intuitionistic implicational) 
logic there is an equivalent natural deduction system based on + e and + i, proofs are 
represented by i-terms. 
The other bases of combinators that we have considered give rise to other logics 
and our classifications of the I-terms definable using certain combinators give us the 
form of +i required for the natural deduction formulation. 
In BCK-logic for example, as each bound variable in the L-term can appear at most 
once, + i has the restriction that it cancels only hypotheses that have been used at 
most once. 
If, in a natural deduction style proof, we write the major premise in each + e to 
the left of the minor premise and regard all branches above a major premise as being 
to the left of the minor premise, the BTI + i rule has the restriction that only the 
hypothesis which is the rightmost formula in a deduction, and only this instance of it, 
may be cancelled. In BTIW logic this rightmost formula and other instances of it may 
be cancelled at once. Similar restrictions to + i can be read off from Theorems l-6 
for other systems. 
All this allows the formulation of certain decision procedures. If we want to know 
whether a formula a is a theorem of Q-logic, for some basis set Q, we use an adaptation 
of the Ben-Yelles algorithm of Hindley [5] and the classification of Qil-terms developed 
here to generate Q-definable A-terms which represent proofs of a. In the case of most 
basis sets Q there is a low upper bound to the number of steps of this algorithm that 
need to be performed before it is known that there can be no proof in Q-logic of M: or 
that there exists an infinite number of proofs. Details on this are left to a later paper [l]. 
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